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What’s Your “Level of Concern”? 

Talking with Teens About COVID-19, Online Schooling, and 
Surviving the Chaos of 2020  

Discussion Guide & Suggested Companion Activities  

The 4 parts of this webinar are designed to be used as a teaching tool in high school
and middle school classrooms, or in smaller group settings where that is feasible. 
Although each of the episodes may very well provide some insights and encouragement 
to students merely upon being viewed, our greater hope is that each of the videos can be 
used as a catalyst for the students to open up and share with one another and the adults 
in the room about their own challenges and frustrations with life and school in a world of 
pandemic-related restrictions. 

 
 This Discussion Guide contains suggested questions that a teacher, guidance 

counselor, social worker, or other helping professional can use to engage the students 
about what they saw and maybe learned or were encouraged to think about in each part 
of the program. We would encourage the use of these questions as a starting place, but 
also want helping professionals to feel the freedom to depart from these questions, or 
substitute their own.  What is most important is meeting the students wherever they are—
whether it is similar to or different than what the Student Roundtable members have 
described experiencing. Whatever reaction they have can become a great jumping off 
place for a good discussion, so we’d encourage the use of active listening skills to help 
guide the conversation go wherever their little hearts and minds want to go.  

 
We would suggest asking open ended questions first, to assess what the kids 

remembered or liked or even disliked about each part. Once they are engaged and talking 
or laughing about the things the Student Roundtable participants did or said, we hope 
that will pave the way for a more purposeful conversation regarding what your students 
themselves are feeling and experiencing. Our intent in developing this program is that the 
drawing out of their expression of feelings and thoughts should pe prioritized over and 
above the communication or imparting of any specific guidance or wisdom. 

 
Following the discussion guide is a list of Suggested Companion Activities to 

consider using as well, if time and resources are available. We’d love to know which of 
these resources you find most helpful, so please send us any suggestions for additional 
activities, or any other responses or feedback on the discussion guide as a whole, by email 
to chris@reeltimecle.com.  


